
  
 
  
 

 

 Minutes                  
 

Name of meeting Isle of Wight Council Environment & Sustainability Forum 
 

    Date and time Thursday 22nd August 2019 at 18.00 

     Venue Conference Room 5, Floor 4 - County Hall 

          Attendees Natasha Dix (ND) – Principal Manager Waste & Recycling (IWC) 
Alex Minns (AM) – Assistant Director of Neighbourhoods (IWC) 
Emily Crew (EC) – Waste Team Business Administrator (IWC) 
Beth Fox (BF) – Waste Team trainee Project Officer (IWC) 
 
Kate Petty (KP) – Plantlife 
Richard Grogan (RG) - AONB 
 
Cllr Steve Hastings (SH) – IWC  
Cllr John Hobart (JH) – IWC   
Cllr Michael Lilley (ML) – IWC  
Cllr Karl Love (KL) – IWC & East Cowes Town Council 
Cllr Simon Walker (SW) – East Cowes Town Council 
Cllr Sarah Talbot (ST) – Fishbourne Parish Council  
Cllr Gillian Belben (GB) – Chillerton & Gatcombe Parish Council 
Cllr Tom Murphy (TM) – Freshwater Parish Council  
 
 
Steve Ashman (SA) – Island Roads 
Dave Wallis (DW) – Island Roads 
Shane East (SE) – Amey 
Tanja Rebel (TR) – Transition Island 
Dina Jung (DJ) – Bus Users group 
 

1.  Apologies 
 
Colin Rowland (IWC) 
Rob Brooker (IWC) 
 

2.  Minutes from last meeting 

No amendments or comments; minutes approved. 

 Action points from the previous meeting 
 
No action points identified at the last forum. 

3.  Presentation – Kate Petty from Plantlife: Road verge campaign. 
 



 

https://www.plantlife.org.uk/uk 
https://plantlife.love-wildflowers.org.uk/roadvergecampaign 
 
Kate.petty@plantlife.org.uk 
 
 

• Road Verge Campaign aims to transform the way verges 
are managed. The campaign started 6 years ago, and there 
are 82k signatures received so far on the petition to councils 
to manage verges in a wildlife friendly way. 

 

• Why do verges matter? There are 700 wildflower species on 
verges, covering 45% of UK flora. 87 of these species are 
threatened. Verges sustain high levels of biodiversity – they 
provide food and habitat for insects.  

 

• The UK has lost 97% of wildflower meadows since the 
1930s so a lot of the wildflower habitat that is left is on 
verges.  

 

• Plantlife have a vision to see all verges managed for wildlife, 
to maintain what we have and to expand – for survival of 
species, and spread of species. 

 

• For 23 million road commuters, road verges are a sole 
contact with nature.  

 

• Priorities for safety and budget constraints are kept in mind 
– the ‘Good verge guide’ 
(https://www.plantlife.org.uk/uk/our-work/publications/good-
verge-guide-different-approach-managing-our-waysides-
and-verges) aims to help maximise species richness of 
verges but keep road users safe – regular management is 
essential, and timing is key.  

 

• Management options – if one cut is possible, cut Aug/Sep 
after plants have set seed, and cuttings should be removed 
where possible. Two cut approach mimics traditional 
meadow management which suppresses thick coarse 
grasses and reduces the burden over time – cuts should be 
around Jan/Feb and Sep/Oct. 

 

• Mixing it up: structural diversity of verges, beginning with the 
hedgerow, then a border of tall herbs, then short meadow 
and lastly a swathe cut adjacent to the road which maintains 
site lines for road safety. 

 

• Cut & Collect – it is important to reduce nutrients in verges; 
low nutrients are a key factor to species rich grassland as it 
reduces the thick thatch that supresses delicate species. 
Long term this requires less management as over time there 
is less growth of thicker grass which equates to a cost 
saving. If contractors do not have equipment that collects 
automatically, cuttings can be collected into compost heap 

https://www.plantlife.org.uk/uk
https://plantlife.love-wildflowers.org.uk/roadvergecampaign
mailto:Kate.petty@plantlife.org.uk
https://www.plantlife.org.uk/uk/our-work/publications/good-verge-guide-different-approach-managing-our-waysides-and-verges
https://www.plantlife.org.uk/uk/our-work/publications/good-verge-guide-different-approach-managing-our-waysides-and-verges
https://www.plantlife.org.uk/uk/our-work/publications/good-verge-guide-different-approach-managing-our-waysides-and-verges


 

areas, or volunteer programmes can be utilised to rake up 
cuttings.  

 

• Public perception and community engagement – 
implementing change can be challenging as it appears that 
money is not being invested in keeping areas tidy. There is 
a need to raise awareness and inform the community why 
this is happening and the benefits. This can be done by e.g. 
social media, volunteer involvement, and framing verges – 
keeping the first metre left around the long grass so it is 
obvious it has been intentionally left.  
 
 

• The campaign showcases progress – it has built a network 
of road verge information and highlights good projects. It 
can help give advice on best practice and share case 
studies.  

 

• Plantlife are working with partners, some of which include: 
Highways England, Natural England, Wildlife Trust, butterfly 
Conservation to create a document that breaks down 
technical detail and includes case studies for rural and 
urban studies. It will be out next month and launched at a 
symposium event on 13th September. 
 

Questions: 
 
ML stated that in his ward, Ryde, there are many small verges into 
cul de sacs that are surrounded by houses and parking rather than 
moving traffic, how should these be managed? KP replied that 
Plantlife have guidance on urban verges that she would be happy to 
send to ML. 
 
TR asked if there would there be a way for Plantlife to work with 
Island Roads regarding light radiation and pollution – as well as 
wildlife we also want verges that are light pollution and 
electromagnetic pollution free. KP replied that this part of bigger 
green partnership with companies, it is part of the whole package, 
making people aware of other issues that affect verges; so yes, is 
part of bigger picture 
 
SW commented that the rail network has lot of verges and asked if 
Plantlife work with them? KP advised not yet, due to size, but it will 
be part of the larger network from next month, to include railways 
and canals – bringing all partners together. SW commented that 
presumably this would cover cycle ways too? KP confirmed yes. 
 
No further questions; ND thanked KP for her presentation. ND then 
asked RG to provide an overview of the earlier workshop. 
 
RG advised that AONB had presented a workshop on the 
management of road verges and had been pleased to see over 40 
people attending, half of which were Councillors. The Island MP 
also attended. The workshop looked at issues around verges; RG 



 

presented re special features of IW verges, IR presented on the 
previous verge management and the recent change in 
management, and then KP presented on the national picture. Five 
objectives were identified, three of which were around how 
important verges are to wildlife and biodiversity, and how they 
should be managed. Pros and cons of reducing intensity of cutting 
were discussed, and how we can convey the messages we want to 
convey, how to get people talking about perceptions of reduced 
cutting and the benefits. Negatives included: poor access for 
pedestrians, looks neglected, hides dog mess, cuttings block 
drains, visibility is impaired for road users, and growth of weeds; 
positives included profusion of wildflowers and wildlife, costs less, 
island’s road network becomes more distinctive as it is flower rich 
and in contrast to mainland, more sustainable, lower use of fossil 
fuels, becomes subject of conversation. 
 
There is a general need to increase public awareness regarding 
why verge management may change and how it would be better. 
Good sources for disseminating information include: ferries, The 
Beacon magazine, parish leaflets and magazines, biosphere tool 
and websites. In conclusion, these things need to be done – but the 
question is, by who? AONB are willing to do their part, working with 
Plantlife and Island Roads, but more specific guidance is needed. 
Visit IW can assist by informing visitors; Island Roads need to be 
liaised with to see what can be done in terms of the contract – 
possible changes in timing, and partnership issues around clearing 
cuttings. Long term this may require an investment in machinery, 
but we need to consider which verges this type of machinery would 
be suitable for e.g. steep banks on Downs Road so topography not 
suitable. The way forward in terms of public awareness is that we 
need to educate regarding change, but that change is good in terms 
of biodiversity. 
 
SA commented that we must not lose sight of the road safety 
element. 
 
TR state that it is important that the Council has a clear plan of 
action that rolls out to Town & Parish councils to execute.  
 
ND asked RG if he would be happy to attend a future forum and 
report back on the project; RG agreed.  
 
ML stated that Town & Parish councils will be very important in this 
project – they are the ones that could financially contribute via the 
precept, so this needs to be on their agendas. Also, to involve 
schools in the local areas.  
 
JH stated that cut and collect is fundamental, so nutrients are not 
added to soil; do any Isle of Wight contractors have the appropriate 
equipment? If not, why not? JH cited an example in Dorset 
witnessing equipment in use. AM advised that the grounds 
maintenance team use cut and collect on sports pitches, but in 
terms of highways the equipment is specialist kit (DW confirmed 
this) which we do not have. 
  



 

TM commented that the equipment is expensive, but is it not 
beyond realms of agricultural expertise to develop and alternative 
such as blowers? DW replied that the biggest problem is disposal, 
and cuttings will be contaminated with oils etc from the first 1m that 
is cut. ND advised that this would need to be checked with the 
Environment Agency as the AD plant would not want contaminated 
cuttings. KP mentioned that Lincolnshire had undertaken a study on 
tolerance; ND advised that she will endeavour to look into this. 
 
ST stated that they cut and collect in Dorset; SA replied that in 
Dorset they collect mainly on flat areas, whereas on the Isle of 
Wight it is mainly slopes where the equipment would not be 
suitable, so this is not a solution for large parts of the island. It is not 
a solution to say, ‘just buy a tractor’. The size of our carriageways is 
also an issue – a trailer would be required which would make 
manoeuvrability difficult. There are a lot of factors come into play – 
people have the impression that cut and collect is cheaper, but for 
us will be more expensive for first few years. SH confirmed that it 
was more expensive in Dorset to begin with.   
GB commented that cut and collect is a tangent that is not currently 
practical; in 2019 there has been a change in reduced cuts, so the 
challenge for 2020 is how can we build on that change? How can 
we better this? The Isle of Wight has great geological diversity – 
Town & Parish councils can play a large role as they know what is 
in their rural lanes and could be able to fund some parts of it. This 
requires co-operation and liaison, but this needs to come from the 
top down: to coordinate campaigns and feed into contract 
management – what is the capacity to do this? ND advised that this 
is why this forum has been established, so we can take minutes 
and ideas and pass them to a to task and finish group for climate 
emergency, will then come as a policy down from the top. AM 
commented that this is a good point, that it needs to come from the 
top down, but the reality is he manages the Parks Team that has 
been reduced to one person from six – eroded by successive 
administrations as it not an essential service, so it is difficult to say 
who would do that piece of work. GB replied that all counties are 
suffering under austerity, but are still doing it – are we dragging our 
feet? SH replied no, and that this would be explained by the next 
agenda item. KL stated that this needs responding to. ND advised 
that this will be taken as an action but that a task and finish group 
will be put together by the chair of scrutiny, so recommendations 
can be given to senior management by cabinet. This Forum is here 
to gather views and opinions and pass them to the right level. 
 
ML stated that conversations need to be had with Town & Parish 
councils as, certainly in Ryde’s case, they are in a better position to 
do this than the Isle of Wight Council.  AM agreed, advising that 
approximately 50% of traditional parks and gardens works are now 
funded by Town & Parish councils. ML suggested cutting to the 
chase and speaking to Town & Parish councils straight off, 
otherwise it is just wasting time especially if we want something to 
happen in 2020. KL stated that he was in agreement with this; that 
Whippingham roundabout used to be beautiful but now looks awful. 
In terms of East Cowes Town Council, money is contributed 
towards grass cutting, but little towards verges as they do not have 



 

many. KL further added that if verges are directly outside people’s 
houses, these need to be maintained and kept short, but we need 
to improve areas that we can improve; it sounds like banks help 
maintain this wildlife.  
 
TR commented that austerity is killing people and wildlife and parks, 
but she is of the opinion that Brexit will sort this out. The most 
important thing is not to just have a plan, but to have a vision – this 
needs to come from cabinet – and then say ‘how can we do this’  
 
TM stated that AONB have talked about coming up with an Isle of 
Wight strategy – surely this can go to Town & Parish councils, and 
they can make the biggest impact, they manage a lot of open 
spaces. Cut and collect could happen on a small scale with local 
volunteers so there would be bigger gains working at local level? 
Holding a workshop with T&P councils and their contractors could 
be beneficial.  
 
SW commented that we should not lose sight of things other 
councils have done that might translate to us. ND replied that this is 
what RG is doing with Plantlife. KP advised that they have case 
studies she is happy to provide  
 
JH asked how many councils currently do cut and collect? KP 
replied that it is the slowest thing to take on, but in terms of 
reducing cuts and changing timings, there are around 20 councils 
Plantlife are working with; cut and collect may be something further 
down the line, but lot that can be done before getting to that stage. 
ND asked if KP could provide a list of these councils to RG and JH; 
KP agreed. 
 
SH reiterated that this will come from the top down once decided by 
cabinet – once RG has completed the report, this will go to scrutiny 
of neighbourhoods, they will come up with suggestions, and this will 
then go to a cabinet meeting and can be decided – which leads to 
the next agenda item. 
 
ND invited SH to continue to the next agenda item. 
 

4.  Climate emergency motion. 

SH explained that a motion went to full council re climate 
emergency. The motion by Cllr Lilley was delayed due to elections, 
however ML and SH worked together to get cross party agreement; 
there were some sceptics, but they were able to put together an 
island specific version and a process. The process now, is that it 
that will go to scrutiny, who will set up a task and finish group to 
complete a report, and recommendations will go to cabinet and then 
back to this forum hence the change of name to Environment & 
Sustainability Forum. ML added that the key is the meeting next 
week to get task and finish group agreed, and by 
October/November have the basis of a report. We need to be very 
clear on what we have already e.g. AONB, biosphere, and look at 
what we can put into place relatively quickly. A lot of work has been 



 

done on solar, and the low carbon group want to carry out pilot 
schemes on electric cars. ND advised that she is working on a 
strategy on electric vehicles and carbon emissions. 
 
 
KP, JH, ST and GB left the meeting.  
 
 
ML further stated that the report needs to identify key officers – e.g. 
ND, Jim Fawcett – and use skills we have got; to develop this forum 
and bring in expertise – the top people on solar and renewable 
energy. SH reiterated that this forum will be the mechanism. ND 
asked if he was comfortable for this forum to comment on action 
plan? ML replied that task and finish groups been successful in the 
past the key is to go out and have conversations and bring them 
back to this forum as part of the task and finish group. This forum 
good as we have neighbourhoods, Island Roads and Amey 
attending so hopefully this will enable some ideas to be 
implemented quickly. ML suggested inviting Ian Boyd perhaps, 
Colin Palmer – we have a lot of good people on the Island. 
 
ND advised that next months speaker is from Southampton 
University, and will be speaking about sea levels and climate 
change. ML mentioned that Portsmouth University want to work in 
collaboration with the Isle of Wight, and we should use these 
resources. 
 
TR suggested experts on soil erosion – Bruce Denness is very 
good. TR further added that the climate debate was interesting to 
hear in chamber, and an environment emergency was admitted. We 
see adverts to save the planet by getting a smart meter, but these 
are bad for health – Wi-Fi is bad for health – we cannot allow this 
emergency to be used to facilitate a smart agenda; invisible 
pollution needs to stop. ND advised TR that her comments have 
been minuted, and in respect of her question this forum is not 
decision making; views are minuted and go to the task and finish 
group. We may look at a presentation on 5G from both sides of the 
table. TR replied that a debate needs to be had, but it has been 
shown that electromagnetic radiation is dangerous – this is a plea to 
not promote smart agenda.  
 
KL commented that the fact is we are where we are, and we must 
not try to take on the whole world in one go, we need to pick off 
what it is we can do; we need to comment on other things such as 
housing, all things can be undone by the huge scale of housing 
proposed on the Isle of Wight, we need to look at the whole 
environment and what we can do. Building more houses will not 
reduce climate emergency. ND advised that we can ask someone 
from Planning or Regeneration to attend a future forum. KL replied 
that would be good to have – maybe changing one small thing 
could make an impact.  
ACTION: representative from Planning or Regeneration to be 
invited to forum. 
 
ML stated that it will be important to see an environmental transition 



 

that can be economically viable for the Island; for example, the 
Nicholson Road project – they have realised that this needs to be 
an eco-business park as there are companies that will then want to 
come and be there, so it is more economically viable than traditional 
warehouses. There is a huge amount of green orientated finance 
that can be accessed.  
 
KL suggested that Southern water would be good to invite to the 
forum. ML commented that the Southern Water Chief Executive for 
our area was the chair of the biosphere in the Downs, so Southern 
Water are ahead of the game.  
 
SH advised that in terms of the housing numbers for the Island 
Plan, we are challenging those numbers. What we need is 
affordable housing for islanders, and carbon neutral development. 
KL stated that this is not possible, as soon as you dig into the 
ground you release carbon and is not the answer when we have a 
lot of empty properties. We cannot look after verges and then build 
on a mass scale – these things need to be considered as bigger 
picture. ND commented that we also need to consider the 2,000 
people in temporary housing.  
 
KL stated that we cannot forget the sea and the nature of the coast, 
as some authorities along coasts are stopping building within a 
certain distance from sea due to the birdlife and ecosystem. We 
need to consider the bigger picture, especially with the Medina 
Estuary. ML commented that he has been invited to Parliament in 
October to attend an event on flooding, representatives from towns 
like Ryde have been invited. 
 
KL commented that we need more definition, regarding where the 
forum is heading. ND advised that she is planning to set out draft 
terms of reference to say what we are going to be doing, how the 
agenda will be set, the presentations, and terms of reference we all 
agree to. 
 
DJ commented, going back to housing, and empty houses, that she 
was a mainlander who bought a derelict bungalow – it had been 
empty for seven years, but it took two to three years to purchase 
the bungalow as there was not the staff to deal with it. SH replied 
that there was not the policy to allow officers to do this, that he 
instigated this policy due to a property in his ward that was derelict 
for 6 years; so, he brought the policy to cabinet and it was 
approved. DJ commented that the process is slow; ND advised that 
this is a new policy within the last 6 months. 

5.   Members pre-submitted questions. 

1. Tanja Rebel: Will This Forum ensure that Climate Emergency 
Targets do not facilitate so-called "smart" solutions, such as Smart 
Meters and 5G, which are bad for Human Health and Wildlife? Will 
it instead focus on wise, life enhancing solutions, which do not 
increase EMR or any other forms of pollution, i.e. which are based 
on joined-up thinking? 
 



 

The Environment and Sustainability forum is not a decision making 
or taking forum and as a forum of many members does not hold a 
singular opinion on developing policy, it is an open platform for 
discussion that will provide all parties an equal platform to discuss 
their views. You may want to add that the views of the panel will be 
considered by the council in the formulation of any related action 
plans and the future formulation of policy.  
 
2. Sarah Talbot: Ian Ward is on record as stating that ‘climate 
change is vastly exaggerated’.  5 other councillors voted against the 
motion declaring that we should acknowledge a climate emergency, 
and 6 abstained.  Could we have on record their reasons for voting 
the way they did please? 
 
This is a matter for the individual members concerned and is not 
something we as officers can make comment on.  As you know 
council decisions and debates are a matter of public record.  
 
3.Sarah Talbot: The council is tasked to mobilise environmental 
action groups, Parish Councils, biodiversity experts and residents in 
support of delivery of the action plan.  Is this mobilisation fully 
supported by our council? Has money been put aside for this? 
 
Yes, through this forum resourced by officer time and appropriate 
resources will be allocated towards environmental actions as 
directed. 
 
4. Sarah Talbot: Fishbourne and the surrounding area was brought 
to a standstill once again last Monday 12th August, after a ferry 
broke down.  This is more than an inconvenience. It also has a 
significant environmental and economic impact.  How can this 
council hold the ferry companies to account for this impact? 
 
It is unfortunate that this incident occurred, and we have been in 
contact with Wightlink to express our concerns over the impact of 
this. As you will appreciate the ferry in question is vitally important 
to the economy of the island and the wellbeing of residents. 
Contingency plans are in place to alleviate this type of incident. It is 
in the interest of Wightlink to avoid such incidents and to work with 
the council to reach an agreeable solution and to minimise any 
disruption.  
 
5. Sarah Talbot: Our roads are increasingly congested, journey 
times are totally unpredictable, pollution from vehicles is rising, and 
trees are being destroyed to make way for larger and larger 
vehicles.  Are there any plans to limit numbers, size and emissions 
from vehicles, and prioritise nature over traffic? 
 
This council recognises the impacts of road traffic on the island and 
is working with its partners including Island Roads to minimise 
journey disruptions, and tackle vehicle pollution. we are in the early 
stages of developing a revised island wide transport plan which will 
look to develop options for all modes of transport in an effort to 
ensure the economy of the island thrives, we safeguard the 
wellbeing of residents and visitors, and the island’s environment is 



 

protected. We are also shortly to commission a comprehensive 
study of the opportunities for the deployment of electric vehicles on 
to the Island. Working with Cenex a national low carbon fuel agency 
we will look to consult the forum on the options and opportunities 
which come forward as a result of this study. 

6.  AOB. 
 
TR advised that the Transition Island ‘incredible edibles’ tomatoes 
outside County Hall are ready, but they are still waiting for Town & 
Parish councils to move ‘incredible edibles’ across the Island. She 
has spoken to IWALC and believes that Ryde is taking this up but 
would like to see coordinated action across the Island in honour of 
Tom Mclaughlin. ML commented that in Ryde there will be a Ryde 
transition group, working with Ryde Town Council to link to 
allotments, but more things need to be done at a local micro level. 
ND replied that maybe this needs to be a topic of conversation. DJ 
suggested that it is added to the agenda  
 
DW commented that, going back to verges, we need to make sure 
we are not mixing up what is amenity grass and what is a verge; the 
verge strategy will not cover amenity grass, so expectations need to 
be managed. ND mentioned that we also have ‘orphaned land’ that 
needs to be considered.  
 
ML stated that he has spoken to SH re orphaned land, as a motion 
was passed in 2016 that allowed local community groups to take 
over orphaned land – the motion was put forward by Louisa Hillard 
and was passed so ML believes still relevant. ND advised that she 
would look for the motion and speak to Helen Miles. AM stated that 
he was aware of the motion, and that the ‘church on the 
roundabout’ was one. TM agreed stating that he had assisted in 
setting it up. KL commented that East Cowes Town Council want 
East Cowes esplanade back as why should they be funding 
something they don’t own – it would be good thing if they could 
have some of it back  
 
ML commented that we need to publicise this; ND suggested that 
we have website for this forum to facilitate these kinds of projects. 
 
 
ND thanked all for attending; forum ended 19.30. 
 
 
The next meeting will be Thursday 19th September 2019 at 
17.30 – Conference Room 5, Floor 4, County Hall.  

 
Presentation: Prof. Robert Nicholls: Sea levels and climate 
change. 

 


